
Jess Mutty for Maya Road 

Holiday Treasures Kit – 2015 

Cold Hands, Warm Heart Album 

 

 
Supplies Needed in Addition to the Holiday Treasures Kit:  

- strong liquid adhesive 

- adhesive runner 

- glue dots 

- glitter (teal, gold) 

- acrylic paint (white, black, green) 

- Ranger Brushed Pewter metallic Distress Stain  

- hole punch 

- foam dots/tape 

- craft knife 

- border punch  

- free coordinating cut files and electronic die cut machine (optional) 

- fine black pen 

 

NOTES: 

- This mini album can be created with plenty of patterned paper to spare but I recommend covering 

each chipboard page in its base paper before continuing to embellish to ensure you get the proper 

coverage.   

- My photos were printed at 3” x 5” for horizontal ones and at 4” tall for the vertical ones.   

- I inked the edges of the album with silver Distress Stain after covering them with paper.  It is easiest to 

do this when all the paper is on the page, before adding embellishments.  

 

 



COVER 

 

Pop the heart/oval out of the center and cover the front with woodgrain paper. Ink edges with silver. 

Cover the reverse side with birch tree paper showing through the oval.  Glitter two snowflakes with teal, 

adhere star sequins to their centers, and add them around the oval as shown.  Paint the scalloped 

pennant chipboard pieces white, cover the straight edge chipboard pieces in the candy cane stripe and 

adhere them ends-together across the bottom of the oval.  Fussy cut the “cold hands, warm heart” 

sentiment from the chalkboard paper and use foam dots to elevate it on the pennants. Add a strip of red 

crochet trim to the right edge. Adhere the burlap flower to the top right corner. Flatten the three bottle 

brush trees in the back and use a strong liquid adhesive to adhere them with the round bottoms just 

under the edge of the album.  

 

INSIDE COVER/PAGE1 

 
Border punch a 2”x4“ piece of teal snowflake paper and add as shown. Ink edges. Add photo to the right 

side and adhere a strip of washi along the right edge. Add a chalkboard star to the upper left, topped 

with a teal glittered snowflake and “tis the season” fussy cut sentiment. Die cut the “noel” at 3” square, 

use a portion of twine to tie the snowflake charm to the O, and adhere sentiment partially over the 



photo. Trim three silver puffy stars for the right side as shown.  

 

PAGE 2 

 
Cover in candy cane stripe. Cut a 2x4 inch piece of music paper, border punch and add to the right side. 

Ink edges. Add a 2x4 inch piece of teal snowflake paper to the center, along with a photo. Add washi to 

the left side and trim five silver stars for the bottom of the photo as shown. Add the black chalkboard 

star to the top right, along with a teal glittered chipboard snowflake and the red flair.  

 

PAGE 3 

 
Cover in floral paper. Cut a 3x4 inch piece of teal geometric paper, border punch, and add as shown. Ink 

edges. Add corrugated kraft tag with twine bow to upper left corner. Add photo. Add red crochet trim to 

the right side and fussy cut the “We wish you a Merry Christmas” sentiment for under the photo. Paint 

the pennant chipboard green and adhere over the tag with a wood Joy circle on top. Add “merry” 

stickers to the top of photo and use a black pen to lightly draw a border around them.  

 

 



PAGE 4 

 
Cover in teal geometric paper. Cut a 4x5 inch piece of floral paper, border punch, and add as shown. Ink 

edges. Add corrugated kraft tag with twine bow and metal reindeer to the lower right corner. Add red 

crochet trim to the left side. Fussy cut the “Not a creature was stirring, not even a mouse” sentiment for 

the top of the photo. Add the red flower above the tag and the “bright” stickers to the bottom of the 

photo. Use a black pen to lightly draw a border around them. 

 

PAGE 5 

 
Cover in green/red paper. Cut a 2.5x4 inch piece of red stripe paper, border punch and adhere as shown. 

Ink edges. Add photo to right side, followed by a strip of green crochet trim and the black flair on the 

right side. Draw a black border around a manila tag, tie a twine bow in the hole, and tuck it under the 

photo edge. Add the kraft star and two fussy cut sentiments as shown.  Use a strong adhesive to add the 

green resin deer. Paint the wood 25 circle with black paint and add as shown.  



 

INSERT 

  

I created a small sleeve insert for the center of this album by folding the bottom of the bag over and 

sandwiching it between the corrugated tags. For the front: a 2.75x3.5 inch piece of the red diamond 

paper with a black drawn border. Add a strip of red crochet trim and the fussy cut tree sentiment.  For 

the back: a 2.5x3.5 piece of the candy cane paper, border punched, and with a drawn border. Add red 

crochet trim, the fussy cut “Peace on Earth” sentiment and the green flower. For the insert: Trim a piece 

of patterned paper around your small photo to fit in the bag.  Add a paper circle to the top as a pull tab.   

PAGE 6 

 
Fold a length of green mesh trim over the right edge of the page.  This will show on both sides. Cover in 

red stripe paper. Cut a 2x4 inch piece of green/red print paper, border punch, and add to the right side 

as shown. Ink edges. Add the photo and green crochet trim to the left side. Draw a black border around 

a manila tag, tie a twine bow in the hole, and tuck it under the photo edge.  Add the kraft star and 

adhere a green flower on top of it. Fussy cut the “happy holidays” sentiment and adhere it over the tag.  

 

 



PAGE 7 

 
Cover with dot paper. Cut a 3x4 inch piece of yellow paper, border punch and adhere to the left as 

shown. Ink edges. Add the white star tag to the upper left corner. Add the photo and a piece of yellow 

ribbon trim to the right. Add the teal flair to the ribbon and stick the star pin under the flair. Add the 

wood circle on top of the star, followed by a gold glittered star from the banner chipboard set. Paint the 

scalloped chipboard pennant white and cover the straight edge pennant with teal geometric paper.  

Adhere to the left side.  Add a few star sequins.  

 

PAGE 8 

 
Cover in yellow paper. Cut a 3x4 inch piece of dot paper, border punch, and adhere to the right side. Ink 

edges. Add the white star tag to the lower right corner. Add the photo and yellow ribbon trim to the left 

side.  Tie a bow with the yellow ribbon, catching the metal reindeer in the knot, and add it to the left 



side. Paint the scalloped pennant piece white and cover the straight edge pennant piece in teal 

geometric paper and add them to the right side. Add the wood circle on top of the star, followed by a 

teal glittered star.  Tuck a stick pin behind the star tag. Add a few star sequins.  

 

PAGE 9 

 
Cover in pink ribbon paper. Cut a 3x4 inch piece of pink dot paper, border punch, and add to the left 

side.  Ink edges. Add photo. Add washi and ribbon rose trim to the right side. Fussy cut the “Deck the 

Halls” sentiment and add it overlapping the photo. Adhere a teal glittered snow flake and silver bow 

under the sentiment. Add a silver puffy star and clear star stick pin above the sentiment.  Add the “joy” 

stickers above the photo and outline lightly in black pen.  

 

PAGE 10 

 
Cover in pink dot paper. Cut a piece of 3x4 inch pink ribbon paper, border punch, and add to the right 

side. Ink edges. Add photo.  Add washi and ribbon rose trim to the left side. Use silver Distress Stain on 

the 2 and 5 wood circles and add to the left. Fussy cut the “Sleigh Bells Ring” sentiment and add to the 

right side, followed by a teal glittered snowflake.  Add a silver puffy star to the center of the snowflake 



and tuck a clear star pin under the snowflake. Add the “love” stickers above the photo and outline lightly 

in black pen.  

 

BINDER RING 

 
Tie a small length of red pop pop trim around the ring. Tie the cream and red snowflake ribbon in a bow 

around the ring.  Pull the red section from the twine and use it to string a hole-punched wood circle and 

a silver snowflake charm.  Tie ends in a bow around the ring.  

 

AND YOU’RE DONE! 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 


